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First time,  
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Civil  Leasing

in general, the airline industry is capital intensive 
and the aircraft used by it are high cost and long life assets. 
Moreover, how these aircraft come to be flying with a particu-
lar airline is not always the result of a simple purchase form 
the aircraft Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). The most 
common modus operandi is a sale and leaseback wherein a 
tripartite agreement between the airline that originally booked 
an aircraft with the OEM lets a leasing company buy it from the 
OEM and then the airline leases it from the leasing company. 
Payments to OEMs include options (amounts paid in advance 
to book an aircraft purchase), purchase rights, deposits and 
progress payments. While aircraft leases have been in vogue 
ever since airlines started sprouting up, engine leasing market 
started emerging only around three decades ago. At first glance, 
leasing of an engine differentiated from purchase or lease of an 
aircraft of which it is a part, appears befuddling, but there are 
financial reasons for this to happen which have evolved from 
experience over decades of commercial operations.

ENGINE LEASING
It is customary for a car or a load carrying vehicle to be designed 
to carry a single (the same) engine for its entire life; in contrast, 
an aircraft engine is a replaceable part of the aircraft which gets 
replaced several times during an airframe’s useful life, depend-
ing on aircraft type, utilisation rate, company policies, regula-
tory mandates and occasionally due to accidents/incidents. As 

aircraft down time is expensive in terms of lost revenue, airlines 
generally maintain a number of spare engines to ensure air-
craft are not grounded when engines are removed for normal 
maintenance or as a result of failure. Prior to development of 
the aircraft spare engine leasing business, airlines had to man-
age engine removals via spare engine ownership or expensive 
emergency engine leasing. Aero engine leasing is not as old as 
aircraft leasing and not long ago operators owned their engines 
including the spare ones they needed. However, as engines 
became more powerful and more technically advanced, their 
costs also skyrocketed; in addition to initial costs, their mainte-
nance costs also increased considerably. Engine leasing became 
attractive for the same reasons as aircraft leasing in a capital 
intensive, cost conscious resource milieu. When an aircraft is 
acquired by an operator, it would normally establish an engine 
life cycle management plan so as to maximise on wing time and 
reduce workshop time to the minimum. This plan aims at find-
ing a middle ground between airworthiness perspectives and 
cost saving considerations over engine life cycle.

Aircraft spare engine leasing is separate from aircraft leas-
ing because engines require more intensive technical manage-
ment. Since engine overhauls are one of the largest airline oper-
ating cost segments, each overhaul must be closely managed. 
Engine lessors work with airline customers to optimise the cost 
and ready availability of spare engines at short notice. Pratt & 
Whitney (P&W), a leading engine OEM has its engines mounted 

Aircraft spare engine leasing is separate from aircraft leasing because engines require more 
intensive technical management

EnginE LEasing

Shannon EnginE Support LimitEd SpEciaLiSES in providing SparE EnginE LEaSE SoLutionS to cFm56 and LEap opEratorS around thE gLobE

By Group Captain a.K. SaChdev (retd)

on more than 130 different aircraft types including regional air-
liners, business jets, general aviation aircraft and helicopters. 
To support this vast market and related Maintenance Repair & 
Overhaul (MRO) activities, P&W claims that it offers the largest 
engine rental and exchange pool of any engine OEM in the form 
of more than 850 engines worldwide to support its MRO activi-
ties. The other leading engine OEM is CFM International, a 50/50 
joint company formed in 1974 by Snecma (Safran) in France and 
GE in the US. Shannon Engine Support Limited (SES), a wholly-
owned subsidiary of CFM International, specialises in provid-
ing spare engine lease solutions to CFM56 and LEAP operators 
around the globe. Headquartered in Shannon, Ireland, with 
marketing offices in Beijing and Budapest, SES has a portfolio of 
over 200 CFM56 and LEAP spare engines, including CFM56-5B, 
CFM56-7B, LEAP-1A and LEAP-1B engines. SES’ 13 strategic 
pool locations give SES both the capacity and the reach to sup-
port airlines operating CFM engines worldwide. The Rolls-Royce 
& Partners Finance companies (collectively, the “RRPF Affili-
ates”) are a collection of 50 per cent owned domestic and foreign 
joint ventures with Rolls-Royce, another leading manufacturer of 
commercial aircraft jet engines. The RRPF affiliates are primar-
ily engaged in two business activities: lease financing of aircraft 
spare engines to a diverse group of commercial aircraft opera-
tors worldwide and sale-leaseback financing of aircraft spare 
engines to Rolls-Royce for use in their 
engine maintenance programmes. GE 
Engine Leasing Holdings Incorporated 
is another big name in engine leasing 
business. Besides these, there are doz-
ens of companies like Engine Lease 
Finance and Willis Lease which have 
spare engines to lease out for lease 
rentals include long term lease on the 
one end and short term ones, even on 
a daily basis, on the other. Perhaps 
the most dynamic part of the engine 
leasing market is the short term leas-
ing segment in the newer narrow body 
engine types. 

INDIAN SCENARIO
Regrettably, India produces no com-
mercial aircraft and its entire airline industry is reliant on 
import of foreign-built aircraft under lease or ownership. The 
Indian scene is dominated by lease in contrast to ownership. 
Aviation finance and leasing are not covered under any specific 
legislated Act in India, but are governed by Indian contract laws, 
Indian company laws and Indian foreign exchange regulations. 
Also, the (Indian) Aircraft Act, 1934, read with the (Indian) Air-
craft Rules, 1937 and the Civil Aviation Requirements (CARs) 
promulgated by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) 
from time to time, governs important aspects of aircraft leasing 
in India. In this context, it is pertinent to point out that Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) has not provisioned 
for a formal definition of the term ‘lease’ in relation to aircraft. 
This is basically because national laws governing lease contracts 
vary and the negotiating process results in individual variations 
in the terms and conditions of aircraft leases since these are 
usually tailor-made to specific situations. However, ICAO’s Man-
ual on the Regulation of International Air transport (Doc 9626), 
describes ‘aircraft leasing’ as the rental rather than purchase of 
aircraft by an aircraft operator from another operator or a non-
air operator entity. In essence, an aircraft lease is a contractual 
arrangement in which an aircraft operator (the lessee) rents an 

aircraft from either another operator or a financial institution 
(the lessor). India has ratified the 1997 Article 83bis of the Con-
vention on International Civil Aviation 1944 which was the first 
substantial amendment of the Convention and came about in 
response to industry growth and leasing trends. Under Article 
83 bis, a bilateral agreement can be signed between the avia-
tion authorities of two contracting states and that agreement 
transfers and delegates the responsibility for the regulation and 
safety oversight of an aircraft in accordance with the require-
ments of the state of registration from that state to the air trans-
port authorities in the airline’s home state. DGCA meticulously 
maintains a register of aircraft with details of aircraft type,, year 
of manufacture, full name and address of the owner or lessor 
and of the operator or lessee. The notable point is that there is 
no engine-specific register in India to record separate registra-
tion title of an engine on an aircraft, whether maintained by 
DGCA or any other registry. The certificate of registration for the 
aircraft does not include details of the engine(s) mounted on it.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Aircraft engine leasing is a highly effective and economical alter-
native even for large operators who own the majority of their 
engines as they too need leased engines in times of high unsched-
uled engine removals ( UERs), Life Limited Parts (LLP) shop vis-

its etc. The flexibility to plan removals, 
UERs, warranty issues etc, relies upon 
the use of leased assets. In reality, 
the cost of ownership versus leasing 
can make a huge financial impact on 
the operators. Although engines are 
increasingly reliable, they are complex 
and when they are removed from air-
craft for maintenance, repairs can take 
a long time to complete. Also, some 
events such as bird strike cannot be 
predicted. Spare engines are a small 
segment, around two percent, of the 
total aviation finance market. 

Digital technologies and Artifi-
cial Intelligence are helping airlines 
reduce spare engine requirements by 
accurately predicting engine removals, 

but spare engines are vital as all engine removals cannot be pre-
dicted. Although no figure can be put on the number of spare 
engines required by an airline, the generally accepted ratio is 
one for every ten in use. However, local conditions, airline finan-
cial health considerations and operational models may dictate 
variations from this thumb rule. There is tough competition 
amongst the engine leasing market players to provide more and 
more attractive and innovative options to lessees. Cost focused 
airlines are increasingly able to reduce the required number of 
dedicated spare engines and where possible, rely on the spot 
market, pooling or engine availability services. These non-
dedicated spare engine services can in theory, increase overall 
asset utilisation across the market and reduce costs for airlines. 
Another healthy trend is availability of “green time” engines; 
the term refers to older engines with limited life remaining that 
have been taken from aircraft that have been retired. These are 
offered into the market by a used parts company and very often 
they are held on the lessor’s books for very low values and it is 
possible for these lessors to offer the engines into the spot mar-
ket at attractive short-term rental and utilisation rates. In gen-
eral, the trends for the engine leasing market appear to favour 
the airlines. SP
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 from the editor-in-chief

This could be Business Aviation’s 
opportunity to harness! As more 
thoughts and eyes turn to business 
aviation as a viable option to travel, 
this can be a good opportunity for the 
industry to utilise its resources, to 
transform and materialise for more 
travellers and better growth.

J. Baranwal
Editor-in-Chief

Dear Reader,
Life seems to be restarting with the lockdown restrictions being eventually lifted in most parts 
of the world. However the consequences that have resulted, due to the lockdown, can still be 
felt deeply. The aviation industry, including the business aviation industry is yet to witness a 
smooth take-off but constant steps are in the process. Owing to the social distancing measures 
that are of utmost significance in dealing with the novel coronavirus, there has been a major 
shift of interest among people towards business aviation. 

Flying private is no longer being seen as just an elitist way of commuting but now, also as a 
safer and more efficient way with fewer touch points and minimal crowd encounter involved. 
However, the concerns still stay especially if one is a first timer considering to travel in a busi-
ness jet. In this edition of BizAvIndia, Rohit Kapur, President for Jet HQ Asia answers some 
questions that are likely to spring up in the minds of first time private jet travellers about 
safety, cost, procedure, etc. Sanjeev Chaudhry, President- Business Development Arrow Air-
craft Sales and Charters Pvt Ltd also shares details of travelling in a business jet and throws 
light on shared or fractional ownership of a business aircraft.

Gulfstream redefined luxury travel with the launch of G700, world’s largest private jet 
with the tallest, widest and longest cabin in the industry. In an interview to BizAvIndia for 
this issue, Colin Miller, Senior Vice President, Innovation, Engineering and Flight, Gulf-
stream gives a detailed insight into the G700.

While in a hopeful news, business aviation industry has started to show signs of recovery in 
some regions of the world. In this issue, Ayushee Chaudhary covers how Europe continued to be 
the region where business aviation is coming back strongest, with July-August trends up to 89 per 
cent of comparative activity in 2019. India, is meanwhile set to have its first fully integrated general 
aviation terminal in Delhi. A report by Ayushee Chaudhary highlights the details of the terminal.

Consistent efforts are on from the Business Aviation Operators Association (BAOA) with 
the government to ensure that necessary steps are taken to encourage the growth of business 
aviation in the country, more so after the pandemic situation. Collaboration across the indus-
try and survival of the fittest was highlighted by BAOA’s President as he addressed the 10th 
Annual General Meeting of BAOA held virtually for the first time. The report highlights cer-
tain significant concerns being taken up by BAOA with the Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA).

Significant features from the special report titled, ‘Social impact of General Aviation’ prepared 
by BAOA in collaboration with Pratt & Whitney Canada have also been included in this edition.

All this and much more in this issue of BizAvIndia. Welcome aboard and we wish you 
many happy landings!
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Covid-19 descended this year as an absolute curse on the entire world, totally destabilising life & economy of over 200 nations in 
an unprecedented & disruptive manner. But now after 4 to 5 months of the onset of this pandemic event, what type of positive 
& negative thinking has invaded the aviation community, how do things stand & how are these going to shape up in the future, 
specifically with respect to the Business & General Aviation (BA/GA) in India? 

Complaining about the Wind
The mounting corona-affected patients’ statistics across different States & Union Territories, being constantly reflected in perhaps 
right earnestness by the media, have set in a pessimistic environment. Driven by the fear of the yet unknown & unresolved, by & large 
the air travellers presently prefer to stay in a protective shell, & would travel only if considered unavoidable & absolutely necessary.

The mounting corona-affected patients’ statistics across different States & Union Territories have set in a pessimis-
tic environment. Driven by the fear of the yet unknown & unresolved, by & large the air travellers presently prefer to 
stay in a protective shell & would travel only if considered unavoidable & absolutely necessary.
•	 After	imposing	a	lock	down	in	March	this	year,	the	Ministry	of	Civil	Aviation	unlocked	domestic	Air	travel	in	the	

last week of June. The air travel demand, however, still continues to be sluggish due to different States & Union 
Territories imposing different entry & exit restrictions, which are based on their frequently changing lockdown & 
quarantine	rules,	that	too	in	an	unpredictable	manner	&	mostly	without	notice.	As	such,	travel	restrictions	imposed	
for the time being are not durable & are subject to frequent changes. 

•	 This	uncertain	&	stretched	arrangement,	however,	does	not	suit	a	Business	traveller.	Across	international	&	national	
state boundaries, there have been a number of cases of stranded passengers, dampening even need-based air travel.

•	 As	per	Moody’s,	‘Commercial	Aviation	will	be	ravaged	by	the	Covid-19	pandemic	for	years	to	come.	The	global	air	
passenger	slump	is	likely	to	last	till	2023.’	More	pessimistic	predictions	state	that	full	recovery	may	extend	into	as	
late as 2025. The worst stated in this respect so far, however, needs to be viewed with discretion.

•	 Even	in	normal	times,	BA/GA	industry	was	working	&	staying	afloat	on	wafer-thin	margins.	With	no	Government	
financial aid in sight so far, the balance sheets have nose-dived into accumulated & unmanageable debts. Faced 
with such severely dented resources, pay cuts & lay-offs have become a common order of the day, executed or under 
serious contemplation.

•	 Note:	According	to	IATA,	airlines	world-wide	were	estimated	to	have	received	$123	billion	of	government	aid	as	of	
mid-May,	2020	(Includes	high-end	carriers	such	as	Air	France,	Lufthansa,	Alitalia,	SAS,	Finnair,	&	more,	some	of	
which	have	strong	Business	Air	components	under	their	wings!).	How	India’s	commercial	air	sector,	including	BA/
GA,	even	in	mid-July	is	getting	by	without	a	bail-out	remains	an	unresolved	national	mystery!!!

Business AircrAft OperAtOrs AssOciAtiOn

president

Shaping up of Business Aviation with 
Covid-19 Pandemic Around

The pessimist complains about the wind! 
The optimist expects it to change! 

The realist adjusts the sails!
—William Arthur Wild
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•	 In	the	present	fluid,	ever-changing	scenario,	the	corona-count	in	India	is	still	steadily	increasing.	The	aviation	sec-
tor,	including	its	weaker	sibling,	the	BA/GA	sector,	continues	to	deal	with	the	chaos	as	best	as	it	can,	as	nothing	can	
be	confidently	predicted	for	the	time-being!

expeCting the Winds to Change!
Some of the kind-hearted aviation analysts & experts have shown optimism, typically through their statements & predictions, 
illustratively sampled as follows. 
•	 Mind	set	of	people	will	change	over	time	&	air	travel	will	bounce	back	sooner	than	later!	

•	 Air	travel	is	the	safest	mode	of	travel,	more	so	for	travel	by	the	personal	&	crowd--exclusive	BA/GA	mode,	as	com-
pared	to	travelling	in	bulk	by	the	‘Economy	Class’.

•	 It	will	gradually	sink	into	the	minds	of	air	travellers	that	during	the	most	depressing	reign	of	Covid-19,	flying	private	
(read	BA/GA	modes)	would	eliminate	more	than	600	touch	points	at	airports	during	the	process	of	boarding,	actual	
travel & de-boarding of aircraft. Flying private would, in comparison, involve only around 20 such touch points, 
thereby statistically reducing, to a very large extent, any chances of inadvertently getting infected with coronavirus. 

•	 Under	the	given	circumstances	the	BA/GA	sector	will	strengthen	its	clientele	base	by	promoting	the	advantages	of	
flying	privately	to	the	regulars	as	well	as	to	the	‘uninitiated’.

•	 Covid-19	event	is	no	different	from	9/11.	Nations,	with	their	synergised	efforts,	found	adequate	anti-dotes	for	over-
coming	the	devastating	effects	of	the	“9/11	Event”	&	aviation	not	only	bounced	back	but	multiplied	manifold	thereaf-
ter!	The	“Covid-19	Event”	causing	an	equally	negative	psychological	impact,	inhibiting	air	travel	for	the	time-being,	is	
no	different.	Given	time	&	with	requisite	antidotes	in	place,	it	will	surely	bounce	back	&	multiply	in	full	force	as	before.

•	 On	the	side-lines	&	not	to	miss	the	icing	on	the	cake	for	the	optimist:	As	per	an	aviation	news	item,	“The	collapse	
of	air	travel	means	the	world-wide	shortage	of	pilots	may	be	over	for	now.	Business	Aviation	could	take	a	pick	from	
the	surplus!”.

advantage ba/ga: but not before pulling strings With the government & adjusting oWn sails!
•	 In	essence,	Business	Aviation	&	Scheduled	Airlines	perform	the	same	basic	function:	transporting	passengers	over	

distances	with	speed.	BA/GA	is	not	a	competitor	of	regular	airlines.	

•	 How	safe	passengers	feel	on	board	aircraft	is	clearly	going	to	determine	how	quickly	the	industry	recovers.	The	
predominant	consideration	for	passengers	&	crew	is	whether	it	is	safe	to	fly.	Two	factors	influence	this:

1. How Airlines board?
2. How many people are on the plane? 

Business	Aviation	planes	score	hands-down	on	both	these	counts.	

•	 Business	Aircraft	 seating	arrangement	by	design	 is	more	spacious	&	 is	 thus	expected	 to	meet	 social	distancing	
norms more effectively.

•	 All	sections	of	the	BA/GA	industry	need	to	join	together	in	this	time	of	crisis	of	survival	to	launch	a	unified	&	aggres-
sive	campaign	in	suitably	educating	the	target	audience	(both	the	existing	&	the	possible	first-timers).	This	may	be	
seen	as	a	‘A	Herculean’	task,	but	at	a	time	when	the	very	survival	is	at	stake,	both	the	existing	BAOA	members	as	
well	as	the	non-BAOA	members	should	take	the	lead	in	this	campaign.	Repeat,	It	has	to	be	a	unified	&	aggressive	
campaign	by	each	member,	else	it	will	only	end	up	as	a	utopian	thought!	

•	 The	National	Government,	in	particular	it’s	designated	arm	the	Ministry	of	Civil	Aviation	for	travel	by	air,	needs	to	
be	adequately	stirred	(&	not	shaken!)	for	framing	clear,	common	&	durable	policies	jointly	applicable	amongst	State	
Governments	(including	Union	Territories)	to	ensure	that	quarantine	rules	at	entry	&	exit	points	are	not	a	hindrance	
but are made conducive to facilitating & promoting this unique form of relatively safer & quicker mode of travel. 

Advice to all Members of the BA/GA Community: Don’t complain of winds, don’t keep waiting for winds to change; 
for	survival:	Just	Keep	Adjusting	Your	Sails!	

 JAI HIND

AVM S.S. Chauhan (Retd)  
PVSM AVSM VSM  
President, BAOA.
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From July through the first few days 
of August, just over 23,000 business 
aviation aircraft operated a combined 
total of 500K flight hours, according to 
WingX Advance

  By Ayushee chAudhAry

A Ray of Hope as Business 
Aviation Activity Shows Recovery 

Signs in Some Regions

While the entire world battles to restart the 
life as lockdowns begin to open after the pandemic 
hit every industry, the business aviation industry 
seems to be showing signs of recovery in some parts 
of the world. The recovery in global business avia-

tion appears to have hit a mid-summer ceiling of around 80 per 
cent of normal activity, according to the global data analytics and 
consulting company, WINGX Advance’s. From July through the 

first few days of August, just over 23,000 business aviation air-
craft operated a combined total of 500K flight hours, as stated 
in WINGX Advance’s Global Market Tracker issued on August 5, 
2020. The trend hasn´t been smooth, with some relapse in the 
2nd half of July, then renewed recovery in the last week. But busi-
ness aviation still looks in better shape than the Scheduled Air-
lines, where sectors flown over the same period are still down by 
almost 60 per cent.

departures, arrivals, internals and overflights (daio) 
report business aviation
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bizav resilient in europe
Europe continued to be the region where 
business aviation is coming back stron-
gest, with July-August trends up to 89 
per cent of comparative activity in 2019. 
The 7-day rolling average daily activity 
climbed above 2,200 sectors by the end 
of July, compared to 1,800 at the start 
of the month, and just 452 in the April 
trough. regionally, central Europe saw 
the strongest recovery, with Germany 
slightly up year-on-year (YoY), and 
flights from Austria as well as Switzer-
land around 5 per cent up compared to 
last year. croatia and Belgium are two 
other outliers trending above 2019. core 
markets like France are also noted to be 
in much better shape, having reached 
flights within 10 per cent of normal lev-
els. Much more robust recoveries are 
coming through in Turkey, russia, and 
Netherlands, all within 5 per cent of 
activity for last July and August.

In its European Business Aviation 
Traffic Tracker of June issued on July 16, 
2020 by the European Business Aviation 
Association (EBAA), the association had 
observed a slight upturn in business avia-
tion traffic towards the end of May. This 
recovery was confirmed and accelerated 
over the whole month of June, showing 
traffic levels at 42 per cent compared to 
2019. The start of the recovery was tak-
ing place at the beginning of the summer period. Therefore seasonal 
aspects were expected to generate variations in the speed of recovery 
across European countries. The use of small aircraft favoured during 
the crisis, turboprop and light jets accounted for 70 per cent of the 
traffic in June, EBAA noted.

As Europe prepared to reopen on  July 1, the EBAA had urged 
governments in the Eu (European union) and the EFTA (European 
Free Trade  Association) Member States, and the united Kingdom, 
to lift travel restrictions in a carefully coordinated manner. EBAA 
Secretary-General, Athar Husain Khan, had said, “A coordinated 
approach to lifting travel restrictions is vital to avoid the confusion 
experienced by some business aviation operators when Europe 
reopened its internal borders earlier in June, and effectively restart 
air travel.” 

over the last 30 days, through 11th August, global business avia-
tion activity has trailed last year by 17 per cent. In the first 10 days of 
August, the overall picture has not changed much but European busi-
ness aviation activity has significantly brightened, showing a 0.1 per  
cent increase in sectors flown compared to August 2019, according 
to a WingX report issued on August 12, 2020.

There has been very strong pent-up demand for Bizav flights 
in several countries in Europe. According to the tracker, the activ-
ity in croatia went up 50 per cent YoY while czech republic wit-
nessed 30 per cent more flights compared to August 2019. The 
flights from russia were up by 26  per cent and France received 5 
per cent more flights YoY. Even though the united Kingdom (uK) 

is still down by 5 per cent this month, it has 
made significant improvement from the 30 
per cent decline in uK activity during July.

Ninety-seven per cent of the Bizav 
flights flown in Europe until the early 
August have had destinations within 
Europe. The biggest intra-regional gains 
came from flights within France, 1,558 in 
the first 11 days of the month, an increase 
of 25 per cent YoY. The busiest connection 
was noted from Paris to the south of France, 
with flights from le Bourget to Nice up by 12 
per cent, and from le Bourget to cannes, an 
85 per  cent YoY increase. Getaway holiday 
destinations in corsica, Brest, Brittany saw 
record numbers. 

richard Koe, Managing director of 
WingX Advance commented, “Business avi-
ation activity has weathered the virus 2nd 
wave concerns in Europe so far. The over-
all result is that activity is bobbing around 
at 80 per cent of normal, which is still a 
lot better than Scheduled Airlines, operat-
ing at around 50 per cent of normal levels 
for August. What we have seen so far is a 
limited recovery in the leisure market, dis-
tinguished by demand for lighter aircraft, 
domestic flights, and popularity for remote 
rural and island destinations. The corporate 
demand is still largely parked. As the scale 
of the economic recovery materialises, we 

Over the last 30 days, 
thrOugh 11th august, 

glObal business 
aviatiOn activity has 

trailed last year by 17 
per cent. in the first 

10 days Of august, the 
Overall picture has 

nOt changed much but 
eurOpean business 

aviatiOn activity 
has significantly 

brightened, shOwing 
a 0.1 per cent increase 

in sectOrs flOwn 
cOmpared tO august 
2019, accOrding tO a 
wingX repOrt issued 

On august 12, 2020.

departure Country Flights Ptd: Flights

France 3,645 4.1%

united Kingdom 2,557 -4.6%

Germany 2,527 16.2%

Italy 2,276 -19.8%

Spain 1,775 -9.1%

Switzerland 1,289 17.3%

Greece 997 -17.7%

Turkey 995 3.8%

russia 929 26.6%

Austria 609 1.0%

croatia 592 50.6%

Norway 559 -14.3%

Sweden 451 -17.2%

czech republic 339 31.4%

Netherlands 334 19.7%

Grand total 22,897 0.1%

Source: WINGX

Country trends
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will see how that demand is affected as we move towards the end 
of the summer.”

us bizav aCtivity Comparatively under strain
In contrast, the recovery in business aviation activity in the united 
States (uS) has lost some ground recently. A month ago, trends were 
coming within 15 per cent of usual, now they are more than 20 per 
cent behind. colorado and Arizona appear to be thriving as getaway 
destinations, with flight hours operated in and out trending at least 
5 per cent above July-August 2019, noted WingX. At the other end 
of the spectrum, East coast States like New York, New Jersey and 
Illinois are still around 30 per cent behind normal activity.

The recent issue of the report added that the deadweight has 
been the uS market, where the recovery stalled in early July. only 
in the last few days some momentum returned, regaining the 7-day 
rolling average activity from end of June. Since then, the uS has seen 
a YoY deficit of just over 75,000 business aviation flights.

According to WingX, in the uS, the slowdown in June’s precipi-
tous recovery in business aviation activity is a result of lockdown 
2.0, especially in the country’s primary user regions in california, 
Texas, and Florida. The busiest uS State through early summer and 
the quickest to regain and then surpass 2019 traffic, Florida is also 
now trailing YoY activity by 8 per cent. While california and Texas 
have seen some recovery in flight operations, but still down 17 per  
cent YoY so far in August. of the other busiest States, colorado is 
one of the bright spots, with arrivals up 7 per cent this month, and 
notably flight hours up 14 per cent, attracting visitors from across 
the country. Bizav flights out of New York State are still down almost 
40 per cent YoY.

The report although did highlight some destinations that showed 
recovery signs. “There is significant variation across uS airports, with 
dallas love Field the busiest in August, flights up by 12 per cent com-
pared to last year. denver centennial is popular, arrivals up 7 per cent, 
and Aspen continues to draw a big crowd, Bizav visitors up by 26 per 
cent. National Park destinations such as Eagle county airport have 
seen much more traffic than normal. van Nuys has remained pretty 
buoyant, activity down 3 per cent this month,” the report stated.

richard Koe also mentioned earlier, “The mid-summer come-
back in business jet activity has been weaker than anticipated due 
to the stop-start lockdowns in the uS. In particular, the East coast is 
still in a slump, and Florida, the recovery engine so far, is now splut-
tering. Europe is doing much better. August usually sees a lull in the 
uS market so we don´t expect a turnaround there in the next few 
weeks, but leisure demand in Europe should continue to boost the 
charter market over here. The missing piece is the corporate market, 
and we will probably need to wait until the autumn to see how the 
business traveller adapts.”

outside the uS and Europe, there are mixed trends in other 
regions, with flight activity in Africa still in quite gloom, Asia stabi-
lised around 20 per cent below par, and oceania maintaining a 5 per 
cent delta keeping head above water. Although, there is a lot more 
variation within these regions: Middle East flight activity is well 
behind par, but uAE is bucking the trend with strong growth; within 
South America, Brazil and colombia have strong growth; across Asia 
and oceania, activity out of chinas is hovering at just under 85 per 
cent of usual, and whilst Australia and New Zealand have been solid 
recoveries the last few months, their flight activity is now starting to 
erode, stated WingX. BAI

business aviation aCtivity throughout the Covid Crisis week by week  
details in europe (movements)
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 FLYING PRIVATE

If you’re considering flying on a private 
jet for the first time, you might be 
excited, a little nervous or a combination 
of the two. We understand that you might 
have some questions and are therefore 
answering them for the first time flyers. 
Honestly, being a passenger on a business 
jet is no stress.

  By ROHIT KAPUR  
President for Jet HQ AsiA

Private Flying 
Made Easy for Dummies 
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A mAjor benefit of flying privAte is sAving time with the long processes At the Airports,  
both At depArture And ArrivAl, cut short significAntly.
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FLYING PRIVATE

A t the outset, I would like to apologize if the title of 
this article offends anyone. However, the aim of this article 
is to focus on a lot of questions that people ask, especially 
the first timers, who have never ever flown in a private 
aircraft, and are too embarrassed to ask, thinking that they 

will be looked down upon by the regulars. With the COVID-19 pan-
demic, the tribe of the first timers is steadily rising. People who never 
gave private flying a second look, and thought it too elitist and snob-
bish, have now suddenly woken up to the advantages of this mode of 
travel. However, several questions remain unanswered for them, and 
in the next few paragraphs I hope to address some of the common 
questions that a first-time traveller may have before he/she embarks 
on this adventure. So here it goes…

Question: what really is the advantage of travelling in a private 
aircraft? what value does it add for me?
Answer: This is a commonly asked question. Why do I need it? Well, 
the answers are glaring now, especially in the present times. The first 
reason would be to travel with minimum exposure to other passengers 
and air crew. No matter which class you travel, you cannot avoid 
coming in close contact with other passengers, the cabin crew or 
the ground staff at the check in counter. Every contact increases 
the risk of getting the flu. In contrast, flying privately reduces the risk 
of contact. You travel safely by yourself, or in the group of known peo-
ple. From the time of departure to arrival, you have minimum contact 
with the people who you do not need to be near. 

The second added value would be to save time. With restricted 
commercial connectivity, sometimes travelling from Place A to Place 
B may require a few connections, thereby increasing your travel time 
and the associated risks. When you fly private, you get yourself point-
to-point transportation at the time of your requirement, and travel 
efficiently and with minimum time wastage.

The last big value addition would be to cut the long processes 
at the airports, both at departure and arrival. Present conditions 
require the passengers travelling commercially to report a couple of 
hours before the flight to ensure the necessary protocol for sanitisa-
tion, temperature checks, baggage checks 
etc are gone through in detail. The same 
will happen at the arrival airport. Once you 
fly private, these protocols are fast tracked, 
with minimum hassles at both the ends. 
After all, the reason for flying is minimum 
wastage of time and saving on hassles!

Question: Is flying in a private aircraft 
safe?
Answer: Contrary to the general belief, 
flying in private aircraft is as safe, if not 
safer than flying in commercial airlines. 
Private charter companies are held to the 
same standard of safety as commercial 
airlines by the Director General of Civil 
Aviation, who is the safety regulator for all. 
The pilots are trained to the same safety 
standards, and the aircraft are subject to 
the same maintenance standards that are 
required by the regulator for all operators. 
In fact, some of the modern private jets are 
installed with cockpits and avionics which 

are a generation ahead than those available in commercial aircraft. 
Most of the safety features that you find in modern commercial air-
liners today came to the private jets, before they were installed in 
the airliners, be it HUD, EVAS, Active Control Side sticks, and many 
more such features. Safety records of general aviation are compara-
ble to commercial airliners.

Question: what does it cost to fly privately? Is it awfully expen-
sive?
Answer: This is a frequently asked question, and honestly, it is exceed-
ingly difficult to explain the actual cost benefit of flying in a private 
aircraft. Yes, of course it is more expensive. Travelling in a Rolls- 
Royce will always be more expensive than travelling in Metro or a 
Subway, right? However, I would rather discuss this in terms of value 
than in terms of pure cost. The true value comes out in terms of the 
time saved and convenience afforded, rather than in real dollar values.

One of the examples that I like to give is of a group of six people 
who need to travel from Kolkata to Jamshedpur for a day business 
meeting flying commercially, from Kolkata to Ranchi, on a flight 
that departs at 11:40 am (IndiGo) in the morning and arrives at Ran-
chi at 12:50 pm being the only non-stop flight in the morning time. 
Reporting time at Kolkata is 9:30 am, therefore, one needs to leave 
home accordingly. After arriving at Ranchi, the team gets into the 
waiting cars, which drives them to Jamshedpur, taking a total of 3 
hours, that is arriving here by 4:00 pm. After conducting the busi-
ness for the rest of the day, the team leaves for Jamshedpur by road 
at 8:00 am the next morning, and arrive at Ranchi at 11:00 am to 
take the 1:20 pm flight for Kolkata, arriving at 2:55 pm. Hence, two 
full days gone of the six senior executives, to travel for a four-hour 
meeting. Consider, the man hours invested in this travel, and cost 
associated with it.

Alternatively, these six executives could have hired a small King 
Air B200, which would have taken about two hours each way and 
arrive for their meeting at 10:00 am in the morning, directly from 
Kolkata to Jamshedpur, and depart by 5:00 pm in the evening to 
return to Kolkata by 7:00 pm, all in a day’s work. In this case, the total 

cost for six executives would be about `6 
lakhs, all inclusive.

If I look at only the dollar value, the cost 
of `1.0 lakh per passenger to fly privately, to 
say about `30,000/- per passenger (includ-
ing air tickets, road transport, night hotel, 
food etc.), seems a little over three times. 
But when we start looking at convenience 
and the real value of the private flight, any-
one can figure out the value that is derived 
from the private flight. The senior execu-
tives arrive fresh for the meeting, with 
razor sharp focus. They can utilise the time 
enroute to discuss the strategy and use the 
time on the return flight to sum up and 
prepare follow up actions of the meetings. 
Most private aircraft are well connected to 
the internet and the team utilises this time 
to clean up the day’s meeting and follow up 
so that they are free to focus on the next 
event the following day in office.

Flying in private 
aircraFt is as saFe, 
iF not saFer than 

Flying in commercial 
airlines. most oF the 
saFety Features that 
you Find in modern 

commercial airliners 
today came to the 
private jets beFore 

they were installed in 
the airliners.

Continued on page 23...
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 Ownership Private Jet

MeMber A. 30%
MeMber D. 20%

MeMber C. 20%

MeMber b. 30%

AdvAntAges of shAred ownership
 Suit the Budget

 Suit the Flying Requirements

 Enjoy the Ownership
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Ownership Private Jet

No Military CoMMander has ever won a war by sit-
ting in his cosy headquarter. No Doctor can diagnose the dis-
ease without sitting across his/her patient. No Political leader 
can win an election without physically addressing the con-
stituency. No Industrialist can feel the pulse of the work force 

without going on the floor shop. No Business leader can close a deal on a 
video conferencing from the comfort of his/her office. Business travel is 
an indispensable function in the road to success by all leaders.

The Covid times have been unprecedented and challenging. 
The travel restrictions and with almost two-third of the airline fleet 
grounded, have made travel by airlines baffling with connectivity 
and schedule issues. The safety issues of reporting early and passing 
through busy and possibly contaminated airport terminals makes 
the proposition extremely complex.

Business Travel is catching attention of business houses, indus-
trialists and HNIs across the globe. The travel by charter or own air-
craft has multiple advantages. The traveller
• commands the schedule of travel
• has the direct connectivity
•  avoids number of contaminated touch points in the baggage 

check-ins, security and boarding queues
• Stays productive during the flight.

Private flying is therefore encouragingly being explored and 
tested by the first-time business travellers. The increased cost of 
travel is well appropriated by time saving in the trip and remaining 
productive during the flight. It may therefore be an interesting case 
study by an HR Pundit to evaluate cost versus productivity benefits 
of traveling private by the C-Suite (CEO, CXO, CFO, COO, CIO etc).

how does a business traveller fly private?
• Purchase/acquires suitable aircraft.
• Charters suitable aircraft.
• Be a partial owner of aircraft.
• Innovative Charter programmes.

The outright purchase of an aircraft has its own challenges of 
prohibitive cost of acquisition and the fixed costs of running the 
flight department with all regulatory compliances. The charter of 
an aircraft is subject to availability and usually has additional ferry 
costs and overnight halt costs associated with it.

During the current pandemic, fractional ownership or the mem-
bership programme has found increasing acceptance amongst 
business travellers in United States. It gives the benefits of private 
travel without owning or completely owning the aircraft. Much 
as the Indian Private aviation user would like to join the fractional 
ownership programme, the Indian Civil Aviation Authority does not 
register fractional owners and the tax regulations do not permit the 
fractional owner to avail the depreciation benefits. It is definitely a 
time to look at innovative ownership or usership models for private 
aviation. The regulatory environment may have inertia to accom-
modate changes that may be most conducive for private aviation. 
Exceptional situations demand exceptional measures. A concept 
that is actively being discussed and catching the winds in the Indian 
environment is ‘Shared Ownership’.

shAred ownership
What is a shared ownership?
In a shared aircraft model, members/shared owners set up a com-
pany to acquire and hold an aircraft. The company obtains an 
NSOP license to operate the aircraft. The annual flying hours are 
divided on pro-rata basis of the share holding of the company. The 
fixed costs are similarly divided over the shareholders. Each mem-
ber can fly the aircraft for their allotted number of hours. It is ideal 
for those business travellers whose travel requirements are limited. 
A light or a mid-sized business jet may fly up to 600 hours with one 
set of crew and about 900 hours with two. A three membered share 
holding may have 200 to 300 hours of annual flying per member.

Shared Ownership:  
A Perspective for Changing Times

Business travel is all about opportunity, 
but it’ll only arise if you make it happen. 
The world is, literally, your oyster, 
once you step foot outside the office. 
If you work for a living, you’re already 
travelling, but you’re probably doing 
so without moving. Business travel is 
about putting remote faces to names and 
seeing the whites of people’s eyes.

  By Sanjeev Chaudhry,  
President - Business develoPment 
ArroW AirCrAFt sAles And CHArters Pvt. ltd.

Continued on page 23...
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Gulfstream has redefined luxury travel with the launch of G700, world’s 
largest private jet with the tallest, widest and longest cabin in the industry 
and other unique features. In an exclusive interview to BizAvIndia, Colin 
Miller, Senior Vice President, Innovation, Engineering and Flight, 
Gulfstream gives a detailed insight into the G700.

Gulfstream G700 -  
The Future of Luxury Travel 

G700 features the award winninG symmetry fliGht deck and other new safety advancements
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BizAvIndia (BAI): When was 
G700 conceived and how has 
been the journey of certifica-
tions by now?
Colin Miller (Miller): Thanks 
to Gulfstream’s parent com-
pany General Dynamics, we 
have a solid long-term stra-
tegic vision and an extensive 
research and development 
division to help us execute it. 
Our research and development 
teams spent several years per-
fecting the Symmetry Flight 
Deck introduced on the G500 
and G600 and featured on the 
G700. These teams also per-
fected aerodynamics and engi-
neering that made it possible 
to cement the G700’s industry 
flagship status with the most 
spacious cabin in the industry 
that can fly farther, faster than 
any competitive aircraft. 

The G700 flight-test pro-
gramme continues on pace and has flown more than 100 hours. 
The aircraft is performing extremely well. The flight character-
istics and pilot interaction with the aircraft systems have been 
replicating those experienced during the pre-first-flight testing in 
Gulfstream’s labs. We’ve manufactured five flight-test aircraft, as 
well as our first production test aircraft which is nearing interior 
completions and installations. Ongoing testing includes flutter 
testing, envelope expansion and flying qualities.

BAI: What are the key features of G700? 
Miller: The newest aircraft from Gulfstream captures its leadership 
role with the most spacious and comfortable cabin, the longest range 
at the highest speeds and the most advanced technology, all opti-
mised by Gulfstream to deliver an unparalleled travel experience.

BAI: What is the complete range? 
Miller: The G700 will offer an outstanding range of 6,400 nautical 
miles/11,853 kilometers at its high-speed cruise of Mach 0.90 and 
7,500 nm/13,890 km at its long-range cruise speed of Mach 0.85.

BAI: And the maximum altitude it can 
reach?
Miller: The G700’s initial cruise altitude 
is 41,000 feet/12,497 meters, and its maxi-
mum altitude is 51,000 ft/15,545 m.

BAI: How is it different to its other fam-
ily members?
Miller: The G700 brings together the 
next-generation technology introduced on 
the G500 and G600 and the combination 
of size, range and performance optimised 
on the G650 and G650ER, and it does so 
with the largest cabin in the industry.

BAI: Large sized windows have been the unique features of Gulf-
stream jets. What sort of improvement, if any, being offered 
with G700?
Miller: The Gulfstream panoramic windows on the G700 are 28.1 
inches/71.37 cm wide and 20.06 in/53.32 cm tall – the largest in the 
industry and also featured on the G500, G600, G650 and G650ER. 
There are 20 windows on the G700, and for customers who choose 
the extended master bath option, they will get two windows in the 
lavatory, one on each side. 

The windows on the G700 will also be electro chromatically 
dimmable, so passengers can control the light coming in while also 
enjoying the view.

BAI: Can you elaborate a little on the top features meant to offer 
the ultimate comfort to the travelers?
Miller: The G700 was designed for customers to extend their 
ground-based lifestyle to the air in up to five living areas. 

The aircraft’s extra-large ultragalley features a 10-foot/3.048-
meter countertop, yet another industry best, and a passenger lounge 

or crew compartment. Gourmet meals can 
be catered easily in the G700 kitchen, and 
flight attendants will enjoy the extra-large 
refrigerator and optimized storage. Meals 
prepared in the cabin can be served at a 
six-place dining table.

Those who plan to leverage the 
ultralong-range capability of the G700 will 
appreciate the master suite with bath, to 
get restful sleep. They’ll also have the same 
amenities they are accustomed to at home, 
including a shower.

The technology on the G700 also 
boosts wellness thanks to the most 
advanced circadian lighting system in 

Gulfstream G700 has the most spacious and comfortable cabin

G700 has the most 
spacious cabin in the 

industry that can 
fly farther, faster 

than any competitive 
aircraft
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aviation. The Gulfstream-developed technology dynamically rec-
reates sunrise and sunset through thousands of white and amber 
LEDs, greatly reducing the physical impact of traveling around the 
world in one stop. Combined with 20 Gulfstream panoramic oval 
windows, the industry’s lowest cabin altitude, 100 per cent fresh 
air and whisper-quiet sound levels, the G700 lighting and signature 
Gulfstream Cabin Experience give passengers the ability to arrive at 
their destination feeling more refreshed than when they departed. 

BAI: Which engines power G700 and how do they complement 
the new G700?
Miller: All-new, high-thrust Rolls-Royce Pearl 700 engines power 
the G700 and, along with newly designed Gulfstream winglets, 
ensure the aircraft achieves high performance capabilities with its 
larger cabin. The aircraft will offer excellent takeoff and landing per-
formance and operate easily at weight-restricted, short-runway and 
high-altitude airports.

BAI: Can you elaborate on the key fea-
tures of cockpit and what kind of friendly 
systems are being offered for the pilots of 
G700?
Miller: The G700 features the award-
winning Symmetry Flight Deck and other 
new safety advancements, including 
the industry’s first electronically linked 
active control sidesticks and the most 
extensive use of touch-screen technology 
in business aviation.  Ten touch screens 
are structured to align with the aircraft’s 
phases of flight, creating an intuitive envi-
ronment that helps pilots move quickly 
and efficiently through systems in the 
order intended by the checklist. Power-up 

to taxi can be achieved in less 
than 10 minutes instead of the 
typical 20. 

The flight deck also comes 
standard with another Gulf-
stream award-winner, the Pre-
dictive Landing Performance 
System. This system gives pilots 
advanced warning of poten-
tial runway excursions so they 
can adjust their approach or 
go around. All these technolo-
gies greatly improve situational 
awareness and foster improved 
decision making, so pilots can 
stay focused on flying. 

BAI: Have you started offering 
G700 to your potential cus-
tomers? 
Miller: We are seeing interest 
for the G700 around the world 
and already have a healthy back-
log for the aircraft. Qatar Execu-
tive is the launch customer for 

the G700, and Flexjet was the first North American fleet customer.

BAI: What will be the timelines of deliveries?
Miller: We anticipate beginning G700 customer deliveries in 2022.

BAI: Would you like to indicate how it differs from its competi-
tion?
Miller: Gulfstream offers what the competition cannot deliver: the 
best performing aircraft with the most advanced technology and 
most comfortable cabins. The G700, in particular, is the only busi-
ness jet that can fly farther, faster with the most spacious cabin.

BAI: How about the after sales support for any potential custom-
ers, around the world? What kind of network and how effective 
services your potential customers can expect with G700?
Miller: As with every Gulfstream aircraft, G700 customers will 

have access to Gulfstream’s extensive 
Customer Support network with thou-
sands of professionals positioned around 
the world. Gulfstream Customer Support 
offers a range of products and services that 
create an exceptional customer experi-
ence. These offerings include Gulfstream 
Aircraft Ownership Service (AOS) a con-
cierge service for business-jet owners who 
want the convenience of private air travel 
with a simplified ownership experience. 
With AOS, Gulfstream supports, operates 
and maintains aircraft for AOS enroll-
ees. Participants choose from a suite of 
offerings, tailoring the programme to fit 
their specific needs and capabilities, from 
flight operations support to hangaring and 
insurance. BAI

Gulfstream offers 
what the competition 

cannot deliver: the 
best performinG 

aircraft with the most 
advanced technoloGy 
and most comfortable 

cabins.

the G700 brinGs toGether the combination of size, ranGe and performance optimised
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 AIRPORTS FIRST PRIVATE TERMINAL

The terminal is said to have a common 
lounge, two private lounges, one crew 
lounge, facilities for shower, a food 
and beverage counter as well as a small 
retail area with duty free shopping for 
international passengers and crew

  By Ayushee chAudhAry

India to Have Its First Integrated 
General Aviation Terminal in Delhi
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Dassault Falcon service FBo at Paris le Bourget airPort (rePresentative image)

T he IndIra GandhI International Airport in Delhi, India 
is about to witness the launch of the country’s first integrated 
general aviation terminal for smaller aircraft. Bird ExecuJet 
Airport Services (BEAS) Private Limited, which is a joint 
venture between Bird Group and ExecuJet MRO Services, is 

setting up the India’s first dedicated terminal for private jets in New 
Delhi. Speaking to SP Guide Publications about the details of the ter-
minal, BEAS’ CEO Anurag Srivastava stated that the terminal is to 
be inaugurated soon.

“This is a general aviation terminal which was originally planned 
as a larger terminal but the traffic growth has not been very encour-
aging. In addition to that, since the lockdown of March 22, 2020, due 
to the COVID-19, constructing the terminal has been very challeng-
ing. Hence this interim terminal has been constructed right now to 
be able to cater for 55 passengers per hour,” said Srivastava.

The terminal is said to have a common lounge, two private 
lounges, one crew lounge, facilities for shower and other utilities 
along with a food and beverage counter. There will also be a small 
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retail area with duty free shopping planned for international pas-
sengers and crew. They can place the order online and collect when 
they arrive or depart. Additionally when one crosses the retail 
area, there are three passages, one for baggage screening, second 
for arrival passage and third one is departure passage. Customs and 
immigration facility is also available at this terminal for interna-
tional passengers.

The facility is expected to consist of 70 plus aircraft parking bays, 
two aircraft hangars and two fixed-base operators (FBOs) ) to provide 
aeronautical services; the integrated facility will be capable of han-
dling round-the-clock aircraft movements.

“This is the first fully integrated terminal for smaller aircraft 
which means everything related to the small aircraft from baggage 
to customs to immigration will be done here and this would be closer 
to the operational runway hence save significant time. It will make 
flying for small aircraft easier and the airport more efficient. This is 
also creating an enabling infrastructure for 
them, with separate parking also available 
for general business aircraft which is very 
crucial because parking was always an 
issue earlier,” said Group Captain Rajesh 
Bali, Managing Director of Business Air-
craft Operators Association (BAOA).

Bird ExecuJet is also an ISBAH (Inter-
national Standard for Business Aircraft 
Handlers) stage 2 accredited company 
wherein it ensures that the time spent in 
the FBO, from the point where the travel-
ler gets dropped by the car to the aircraft 
is only five minutes. That’s the advantage 
of this terminal, if you want to sit around, 
there are a lot of facilities available but if 
you are in a rush, the time taken from car 
to the aircraft will be hardly five minutes 
that’s how the terminal is designed. In 
front of the terminal, parking is also avail-
able for the vehicles of passengers.

“We have the capacity of 55 passengers 
an hour right now, once the traffic starts 
to increase and is nearing this limit or 
crossing it, we will build another terminal, 
which will be much larger and able to ser-
vice around 100-120 passengers per hour 
with more facilities like business centres, 
conference rooms, crew rooms, lot of food 
and beverage counters and specially designed menus for food to be 
delivered to the aircraft. As of now I don’t think more than 10 arrival/ 
departure are allowed in an hour by Delhi International Airport Lim-
ited (DIAL) and we are hardly having 30 to 40 passengers per hour 
movement right now so this terminal should be able to suffice but let’s 
hope it picks up then we will construct further,” Srivastava added.

BAOA’s President, AVM S.S. Chauhan (Retd) also stated about 
the advantage of having a separate terminal along with a specially 
constructed business lounge for travellers. “It is a good idea but 
money is the concern. Bird ExecuJet is expected to spend over 100 
crores by the end of the project, concern is how they will recover this 
cost. The lack of passengers remains unresolved and only the future 
can tell how it will turn around. The government has to encourage 
business travelling. In countries like America, it is a very important 

part of the economy; there those who travel in business aircraft are 
able to take quicker decisions, set up better companies and hence 
convert time into money. The government facilities are needed as 
a part of encouraging the economy, especially now when business 
travel is a much safer option after COVID-19, even studies show that,” 
Chauhan added.

Srivastava also informed further that they are awaiting BCAS 
(Bureau of Civil Aviation Security) approval for the inauguration 
which is at final stages, then a date will be fixed with the Ministry of 
Civil Aviation (MoCA) and DIAL for the inauguration and then CISF 
(Central Industrial Security Force) takes over for a day or two.

Along with this terminal, Bird ExecuJet has also built the apron 
which is 55,000 sq. metre able to park around 55 aircraft of various 
sizes. “We are able to park up to 45,000 kilos weight capacity MTOW 
(Maximum Take-off Weight) aircraft on this apron. Above 45, 000 
kilos is generally a larger aircraft. We have an understanding with 

DIAL that they would be parked very close 
to this apron which is at terminal 3 so that 
is where we plan to have business aircraft 
above 45,000 kilos for the service; below 
45,000 everything can be accommodated 
within this apron,” Srivastava said.

As per the International Civil Avia-
tion Organisation (ICAO), there are code 
A, B and C type of aircraft as per the wing-
span of aircraft. This apron has two link 
taxi ways, one for upto code C compliant 
and one for upto code B compliant which 
is linking it to taxi way tango, the parallel 
taxiway for runway 29/11.” If we are using 
29/11 runway and landing and take-off is 
allowed for business aviation or general 
aviation aircraft from this runway then the 
taxi time to this apron is hardly five min-
utes. This way, operators will save a lot on 
taxi fuel which was not the case earlier. It 
used to be a long taxi and they were spend-
ing a lot of time before the take off and after 
they landed,” added Bird ExecuJet CEO.

He further informed that they have 
built this apron, this whole facility, this 
whole infrastructure as per the concession 
agreement with DIAL where Bird Execu-
Jet is the concessionaire and DIAL has 
given this concession to Bird ExecuJet for 

21 years in 2016 under which they are obligated to develop this infra-
structure, operate it, manage it, construct it, and develop it further 
as per the growth of the passengers and requirement of the industry 
for 21 years. “If we see that the traffic is growing in the future, we 
have some more pocket of land available next to this apron, we can 
construct more and get more aircraft parked over there.”

According to the aviation regulator Directorate General of Civil 
Aviation (DGCA), the number of operators with a non-scheduled 
operator’s permit (NSOP) reached a peak of 147 in financial year 
2012, which declined to 111 in 2018. The NSOP fleet in India com-
prises around 356 aircraft, including helicopters. This is down from 
a peak of 412 aircraft in financial year 2012. General aviation move-
ments have also remained nearly static over the last nine years, 
below the 3,00,000 movements per annum mark. In the financial 
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year 2018, the number declined 6 per cent. High aviation turbine 
fuel taxes and airport charges, and a shortage of hangars and parking 
slots were reported as among the reasons for the decline.

The awareness around travelling in business and private jets has 
seen a rise after the pandemic hit, significantly due to the reduced 
exposure to public gathering that these jets ensure. However, the 
demand is yet to pick up.

“There are theories around business aviation demand likely to 
rise due to COVID-19 but it depends on public sentiments and cost-
ing that NSOPs give to these people. I have seen that there have been 

a lot of charter requests during this period but how many have mate-
rialised is a question right now,” said Srivastava. 

Group Captain Bali agreed that the full utilisation of this “state-
of-the-art” terminal might take upto two years because of COVID-19. 
“But having this terminal is a good thing. We had been waiting for 
it since 2005 so we are happy about it. This is certainly a trend set-
ter for other developing green fields or other airports in the country. 
We will make sure that it becomes a model for other airports and we 
will also try that all the upcoming airports have similar concepts,” 
he concluded. BAI

“it is a good idEa But monEy is tHE concErn. Bird ExEcuJEt is 
ExpEctEd to spEnd ovEr 100 crorEs By tHE End of tHE proJEct, 
concErn is How tHEy will rEcovEr tHis cost. tHE lack of 
passEngErs rEmains unrEsolvEd and only tHE futurE can tEll 
How it will turn around. tHE govErnmEnt Has to EncouragE 
BusinEss travElling,” —AVM s.s. chAuhAn, President, BAOA

“tHis is gEnEral aviation tErminal wHicH was originally plannEd 
as a largEr tErminal But tHE traffic growtH Has not BEEn vEry 
Encouraging. in addition to tHat, sincE tHE lockdown of marcH 
22, 2020, duE to tHE covid-19, constructing tHE tErminal Has 
BEEn vEry cHallEnging. HEncE tHis intErim tErminal Has BEEn 
constructEd rigHt now to BE aBlE to catEr for 55 passEngErs 
pEr Hour,” —AnurAg shriVAstAVA, ceO, Bird execuJet AirPOrt 
serVices (BeAs)

“tHis is tHE first fully intEgratEd tErminal for smallEr aircraft 
wHicH mEans EvErytHing rElatEd to tHE small aircraft from 
BaggagE to customs to immigration will BE donE HErE and 
tHis would BE closEr to tHE opErational runway HEncE savE 
significant timE. it will makE flying for small aircraft EasiEr 
and tHE airport morE EfficiEnt. tHis is also crEating an EnaBling 
infrastructurE for tHEm, witH sEparatE parking also availaBlE 
for gEnEral BusinEss aircraft wHicH is vEry crucial BEcausE 
parking was always an issuE EarliEr,” —grOuP cAPtAin rAJesh 
BAli, MAnAging directOr, BAOA
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 SOCIAL IMPACT CONCEPT PAPER

W ith a focus on revamping the potential of Gen-
eral Aviation (GA) and Business Aviation’s (BA) 
growth in India, Business Aircraft Operators Associa-
tion (BAOA) prepared a forward-looking document, 
with case studies and assessments based on global 

experience in collaboration with Pratt & Whitney. The whitepaper 
examines the financial and operational models of aviation missions 
around the world that focus on the common public good.

The report was released during the 5th edition of the BizAvIn-
dia Conference held on March 11, 2020, in Hyderabad. The release of 

this special concept report, titled ‘Social impact of General Aviation’, 
was indeed a significant occurrence. There were simultaneous ‘press 
releases’ at Montreal and Hyderabad to mark the occasion.

“Pratt & Whitney turboprop, turboshaft and turbofan engines 
have powered the growth of business and general aviation for 
decades,” said Ashmita Sethi, Managing Director of Pratt & Whitney 
India. “BAOA is the voice of business and general aviation in India 
and we’re delighted to have collaborated with them on this project. 
The study demonstrates just how vital these kinds of missions are to 
societies around the world.”

This special report features the areas 
that need priority and the steps that 
must be taken to enhance the industry’s 
growth in the country.

  By Ayushee chAudhAry

BAOA and P&W Lay 
Out Social Impact of 

General Aviation  
for India
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Touching upon various sectors under this topic, the report 
highlights how the number of operators as well as the fleet of 
Non-Scheduled Operators (NSOP) has gone down instead of wit-
nessing growth. The budgeting issues were also put forth as the 
major reasons by the BAOA President. It also underlines how the 
cost on the accounts of lack of trained pilots, fuel cost, and main-
tenance and handling charges by the airports has increased the 
loss of apparition. This report primarily draws attention to three 
areas that are important for the industry in India: remote air con-
nectivity, emergency medical services (EMS), and disaster man-
agement.

The team of experts from Pratt & Whitney examined changes 
effected by nations with similar conditions to optimise GA/BA 
potential in these areas. Based on the examples of these countries, 
the financial models that could be adapted in India have been show-
cased in the report. BAOA further aims to make use of this document 
to work on the ministry’s vision to make GA/BA an integral part of 
India’s aviation ecosystem – one driven by EMS, disaster manage-
ment, regional connectivity, and tourism.

“With the ‘elitist’ tag for GA/BA now gone, our focus can turn to 
adequate infrastructure, proportionate (but completely safe) regula-
tions for smaller aircraft, and the current tax differential. We shall 
aim to grow GA/BA in India seven-fold, with an additional 200 
amphibious aircraft to serve India’s coastlines and water bodies,” 
BAOA stated in the report.

For a long time, the aviation industry has been largely dominated 
by government activities as those of national defence and commer-
cial pursuits like passenger travel, the report states. It further adds 
that there is also a third and rapidly growing area of “social missions” 
with societal benefits like patient transport, disaster response and 
recovery, and more. Many emerging countries are looking for ways 
to develop better models and methods to lift up their citizens, from 
connecting remote communities to the broader economy, to ensur-
ing fast and reliable access to medical attention, to helping citizens 
through natural disasters. Acknowledging this, the report looks at 
the many ways that nations around the world are building success in 
these important areas.

“In India and around the world, social missions like these are 
helping millions of people. The study demonstrates how impor-
tant it is to set up the best possible policies and financing models to 
empower our fellow citizens – and boost our economy,” said R.K. Bali, 
managing director of the BAOA.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES (EMS)
Traditionally, military deployments have carried out aeromedical 
emergency services. However, with an increasing requirement for 
quick and practical transport for patients, the last few decades have 
seen EMS services move into the civilian space as well. In the United 
States, for example, 5,50,000 patients use air ambulance services 
each year, the reported noted. EMS has the capability for both a pri-
mary response (emergency en route treatment through paramedics/
flying doctors and patient transfers from the scene), a secondary 
response (non-response, non-emergency situations like travel for a 
planned treatment or patient transfers from rural to urban) as well 
as specialty medical retrieval for special cases like neonatal/pediat-
ric emergency.

Some of the key growth enablers for EMS include:
• aging Demographics. The population of 60+ years people is 

expected to double globally by 2050.

• favorable Policies. Supportive reimbursement policies and 
community awareness.

• Government and csR initiatives. Rise in expenditure and 
commitment to CSR initiatives from multiple organisations are 
pushing growth in community-based services.

• Regional Dynamics. A concentration of aircraft in mature 
markets has been driven by structured reimbursement policies, 
advanced infrastructure, favorable government initiatives and 
the presence of a large operator network.

• fleet. There has been an increase in fleet penetration as well.
 –  Helicopter: Higher penetration in the EMS segment is mainly 

due to landing flexibility and the ability to transport patients 
within the “golden hour,” thereby helping reduce the mortality 
rate.

 –  Fixed Wing: Fixed-wing operations gained a higher demand for 
long-distance patient travel (e.g. between airports, primarily 
for inter-hospital transfers).

Some of the suggested operating-business models are:
• A “traditional model/approach” through hospital affiliation 

(department of a hospital or group of hospitals) operated either 
for-profit or not-for-profit: the group has complete control over 
business decisions with the provision of staff and medical ser-
vices.

•  A government-run/funded approach operated via civil or gov-
ernment organisation. These contracts might include other ser-
vices such as search and rescue (SAR) or disaster assessment.

• Independent model, also known as the community-based model. 
Under this model, operations are tied with a medical institution, 
and providers may fall under the category of for-profit or non-
profit.
Following are some key observations presented for EMS in the 

report in the context of India:
• Although EMS is an immediate need in India, prior attempts 

made by few players failed majorly due to the unavailability of 
a robust insurance policy that covers air transport and no clar-
ity on subsidies or reimbursements from the state and central 
government. However, the government has recently been taking 
specific steps towards building a sustainable ecosystem for EMS 
operations.

• Efforts have been seen to coincide air ambulance service into the 
Ayushman Bharat insurance scheme through the “Rasta Apatti 
Kawach” policy.

• Conscious efforts are also being made by the nation toward par-
tial airspace deregulation and, in 2016, proposed a policy that 
would allow helicopters to fly point-to-point without prior air 
traffic control (ATC) clearance in airspace below 5,000 feet. 

REMotE AIR CoNNECtIVItY 
The report points out that the lack of connectivity often limits the 
socio-economic development of highly remote areas is in most cases. 
Despite variations in geographical positioning (e.g. island, difficult 
terrain, climatic barrier, and dense forest) and population density, 
these regions face similar challenges.

Remote air connectivity ecosystem can help to reduce travel 
time, increase access to basic amenities (e.g. education and health-
care), promote job creation, address the social and economic con-
cerns, and enhance financial stability. To do so, the report highlights 
the below remote air connectivity ecosystem pillars: 
• financial assistance. A better air connectivity financial 
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model should be put into place 
through grants and subsidies. The 
report mentioned how some countries 
fund selective programmes to support 
the growth of sectors like tourism and 
cargo through their NGOs and asso-
ciation. Direct subsidies are also pro-
vided in the form of tax relief, guar-
anteed fixed payments for specific 
routes, fuel subsidies, and per-seat 
payouts. Indirect support is mainly 
offered to communities. According to 
the report, local governments play a 
vital role in providing subsidies to the 
operators with minimal or no inter-
vention from the central government 
since local governments are in a bet-
ter position to determine and evaluate 
pioneer routes without any approval 
from the central government.

• Regulatory framework. Some gov-
ernments have mandated airlines to 
accommodate fixed flying hours to 
remote regions. Certain government/aviation authorities have 
set the airfare for remote routes. A subsidy aimed at supporting 
operators for better fleet management and reduce operational 
costs have been worked out.

• infrastructure. There needs to be a focus on the develop-
ment of airport infrastructure and creation of a sufficient pool 
of skilled labor to support effective utilisation. Regional hubs 
should be developed alongside increasing passenger turnover 
for mainline flights by linking remote routes with regional/sub-
regional hubs. 

REMotE AIR CoNNECtIVItY ECoSYStEM (RACE) IN INDIA
Similar to the global initiatives, the Indian government has drafted a 
plan to offer various aids through the regional connectivity scheme 
(RCS), also known as UDAN. Subsidy or viability gap funding (VGF) 
is provided in return of seats offered by fixed-wing and helicopter 
operators at cheaper rates. Airfares are capped. Apart from the air-
ports’ development plan, the government announced the addition of 
275 parking bays to ease congestion at airports in 2018. In spite of 
all of these initiatives, the success rate of the first two phases of RCS 
routes has been less than 20 per cent. This is mainly due to the opera-
tional, technical, procedural, and financial problems in the scheme. 
The small operator group still feels the pressure of hiring talent from 
abroad, importing spare parts and parking and handling charges at 
airports, coupled with stringent safety regulations.

DISAStER MANAGEMENt
The report significantly underlines that as much as natural disasters 
are inevitable, it is essential to face them efficiently and limit the 
damages when they do occur. According to a UN (United Nations) 
report, over a decade, 7,00,000 lives have been lost and 1.4 million 
people have been injured which resulted in $1.3 trillion economic 
loss. Since these disasters initially impact the ground infrastructure, 
air transport becomes the only connection to these regions for pro-
viding support in the form of food and medicine, search and rescue, 
and firefighting. 

FIREFIGHtING
Helicopters are gaining prominence due 
to their versatility and performance (supe-
rior mobility, speed, and hovering capabil-
ity compared to fixed-wing aircraft) and 
the ability to cater to a wide range of appli-
cations (aerial reconnaissance, equipment, 
and asset delivery and medevac missions). 
Since wildfires can be rampant and spread 
quickly, maximum aircraft deployment in 
quick times is essential. Contracts are typi-
cally structured to cater and act as “exclu-
sive use contracts” and “call when needed” 
contracts. 

SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR)
Traditionally, countries have been entirely 
dependent on their respective coast guard/
military for SAR operations. Governments 
across the globe are now working to enroll 
the services of private operators through 
contracts so that the swift response to any 
disaster situation can be delayed due to 

other obligations as deploying the resources needed for SAR opera-
tions is dependent on the availability of an aircraft.

HUMANItARIAN AIR SERVICES
Whenever a country encounters disaster like situation, it might 
not have enough resources to handle it alone. To assist all the coun-
tries in such circumstances, multiple international organisations 
like the United Nations Humanitarian Air Services (UNHAS), the 
World Food Programme (WFP) and the ECHO Air Service by the 
European Union has been established that carry out humanitarian 
air services.

Some key observations that the report lists under disaster man-
agement in the view of India include:
• Traditionally, India has been reliant on the military to step in for 

disaster relief activities.
• India created a National Disaster Management Plan (NDMP 80) 

in 2016 to make the country become more disaster resilient and 
achieve substantial disaster risk reduction. The plan ensures 
that all phases of disaster management — preparedness, miti-
gation, response, and recovery — are covered by horizontal and 
vertical integration among all agencies and departments of the 
government.

• The NDMA seeks to improve the plan periodically by keeping up 
with the knowledge base and global practices in disaster man-
agement.

• The plan is yet to see full-scale deployment and still in the pro-
cess of identifying requirements of resources such as helicopters, 
aircraft for evacuation during natural disasters.
Hence, the report has efficiently stated that EMS is growing 

around the world – and particularly in the Asia-Pacific region – due to 
aging populations increased healthcare spending and favorable poli-
cies and hence need a further push. Remote Air Connectivity sup-
ported by a comprehensive set of policies can help lift up the social 
and economic status of remote regions; and the growing importance 
of Disaster Management along with humanitarian aid programmes 
must be tapped into. BAI
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 BAOA AGM

Come together as one voice in order 
to ensure that the issues being taken 
up by BAOA are received in the correct 
perspective, BAOA President urges 
members

  By Ayushee chAudhAry

Constant Efforts by BAOA 
to Get the GA/BA Industry at its 

Rightful Place
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One has to keep one’s reserve 
despite the difficulties. One can-
not loose one’s patience or even the 
oversight which one has to take and 
somehow it’s the question of sur-

vival. “Those who were the fittest are going 
to survive, those who do not take adequate 
measures, needless to say may not be able to 
survive this kind of most difficult situation. 
My request to everyone is to generate enough 
josh within their organisations to do things by 
which humankind is known to overcome any 
kind of difficulties and at the end they come 
victorious,” said AVM S.S. Chauhan (Retd), 
President, Business Aviation Operators Asso-
ciation (BAOA) during his welcome address 
at the 10th Annual General Meeting (AGM) of 
BAOA held virtually on June 30, 2020.

He further added, “Everyone is quite aware 
about the difficult times which this COVID-19 
has presented to all sectors of society and the 
aviation sector has not been left untouched. 
The pain that everyone has gone through is 
very well felt by all more so by the members of Business Aircraft 
Operators Association,”.

Stressing on the continuous efforts being made by BAOA, he 
also stated, “Our minds are always working to find ways and means 
of how to overcome a difficult situation. We have presented a lot 
of cases to the government as & when there was possibility. Group 
Captain Bali has been taking very active interest with the Ministry 
of Civil Aviation (MoCA) as well as the Directorate General of Civil 
Aviation (DGCA) and other organisations like FICCI (Federation of 
Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry) along with other gov-
erning members but unfortunately the results have not come in good 
measure for the efforts that have been made. However, somethings 

have been achieved and I want to assure everyone, BAOA’s job is to 
continue pressing till more and more results are achieved.”

Group Captain Rajesh K. Bali (Retd), Managing Director, BAOA 
presented the annual review by giving a brief history of BAOA being 
incorporated on March 31, 2011 with 11 founding members and today 
has a total of 72 members (including 40 corporate members, 24 asso-
ciate (Indian) and 8 associate (Foreign).

He highlighted about DGCA’s recent initiative to allow ‘distance 
learning by established training institutions’; many trainings for 
which we were going abroad can be done here now. Some consoli-
dated issues taken up by BAOA with MoCA post partial lifting of the 
lockdown included the following:

BAOA IS MAKING CONSTANT EFFORTS WITH THE GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES 
TO ENSURE THE BUSINESS AVIATION INDUSTRY IS BACK IN ACTION DESPITE THE PANDEMIC 

EFFECTS.
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• Bring ATF (Aviation Turbine Fuel) within ambit of GST (Goods 
& Services Tax)

• Rationalisation of GST to (Zero), (5) & (5/12 per cent), for (‘spare 
parts’)/ (‘import of ac’) & (economy/business class services’)
respectively.

• Completely abolish all types of royalties on aeronautical services 
(‘maintenance services at an operational airport’, ‘GH charges’, 
‘helicopter charters in pilgrims’ & any fuel services)

• Inter-ministerial issues, like AOR/ ‘Taxation’, to be taken up at the 
level of minister for expeditious action.

• Focused drive at MoCA to ensure optimal growth of NSOP/
GA industry, which is nursery for airlines in every nation. This 
would ultimately help to further promote UDAN scheme and 
operationalise many smaller airfields in India, ideal for use 
by smaller aircraft. Unutilised/Underutilised old airports at 
Begumpet/Juhu/Bengaluru should be immediately opened up to 
become alternate airports for NSOP/GA flights.

• Monthly meeting, in MoCA, with all aviation industry stake-
holders to be resumed without delay, while separate monthly 
meetings at DGCA, with (Non Scheduled Operators) NSOP/GA 
(General Aviation) operators, to be continued and monitored by 
Joint Secretary in charge of NSOP/GA at MoCA.

• e-GCA to be implemented by December 2020. This was due to be 
implemented by December 2018.

• The recent initiative by DGCA to allow ‘distance learning by 
established training institutions’, after duly following a transpar-
ent process of approving for each type of aircraft/training is very 
encouraging and needs to be imple-
mented forthwith.

• ‘Simulator Recurrent Training’ also 
to begin this year. Pilots due for this 
training be permitted to undergo the 
same in accordance with respective 
CAR on aircraft, as DGCA has already 
permitted recurrent training in India 
in those cases where Sims are not 
available. Most Simulators are located 
in US/Europe, where pilots won’t be 
able to go in the near future.

• Current OC (Operations Circular) 
of 2020 and DGCA order dated May 
11, 2020 and other orders pertaining 
to various extension granted during 
COVID-19 maybe further extended till 
September 30, 2020.
President Chauhan also urged the 

members present, to join in as one voice to 
make the point felt whether it is through 
written communications, meetings or 
even through the media. “One cannot let 
the issues go haywire. They have to be seen 
in a concentrated manner and I request all 
members of BAOA whether they are cor-
porate or asset to put their full effort and 
support the active members of BAOA so 
that they can take up the issues in the right 
perspective,” he said.

Stating about the significant prior-
ity being given to helicopter operations, 

Group Capt. Bali presented some of the following GA/BA issues 
identified:
•  BAOA’s monthly meeting in DGCA to discuss NSOP/GA/BA issues.
•  An ecosystem for GA infrastructure planning to be put into place 

at all new projects.
•  Specific emphasis on issues relating to helicopter operations.
•  Specific attention to Private (GA) issues.
•  Treatment of aircraft maintenance hangars as aeronautical ser-

vices.
• Group Handling Charges at major airports as per AERA Act and 

SSA.
• Abolish all types of royalty/revenue share on aero services.
• Rationalisation of import duty on NSOP aircraft.
• Waiver of AOR requirement for GA/BA industry at civil enclaves- 

this is one major issue I had taken up with the minister when I 
had met him in March.

• Align any retro-fitment with (International Civil Aviation Organ-
isation) ICAO’s SARPs, cost-effectiveness & safety to be balanced.

• EDTO limits (Threshold limit) for NSOP to align with best global 
practices (90 to 120 min).

• Relaxation of cabin crew requirement for < 20 pax capacity.
• Align Training & Licensing rules with global best practices.
• Endorsement of P1, post sim training for ac < 5700 kgs.
• Separate FDTL CAR for NSOP/GA, this has been discussed and 

we are awaiting final issue.
• CAR on Ground Training Organisation (GTO) specific to NSOP/

GA industry.
While mentioning about the treatment 

of aircraft maintenance hangars as aero-
nautical services, Group Capt. Bali added, 
“I want to just highlight over here that we 
are talking of aircraft maintenance hangars 
which are part of an operational base, we are 
not talking about standalone hangars which 
are basically known as MRO hangars where 
aircraft goes for maintenance.” Regarding 
the group handling charges at major airports 
as per AERA Act and SSA, he underlined 
that the issue has been taken up consistently 
and multiple times but with limited success.

BAOA has also fought for cabin crew 
requirements to be aligned with interna-
tional standards and have no cabin crew 
below 20. This is now again being reopened 
so that it can be made optional. Inter-min-
isterial issues like AOR which is applicable 
only to NSOP, not to airlines and taxation 
issues have been taken up aggressively 
after the pandemic.

“Now we are telling MoCA to ensure the 
growth of NSOP/GA industry as that will 
also help their own UDAN scheme which 
they so ambitiously launched about 3 years 
back and has only achieved about 50 per 
cent success. It will be faster and more suc-
cessful with the involvement of NSOP/GA,” 
added Group Capt. ensuring that the robust 
industry of GA/BA will get its rightful place 
in our developing country. BAI

BAOA hAs AlsO 
fOught fOr cABin 

crew requirements 
tO Be Aligned with 

internAtiOnAl 
stAndArds And hAve nO 

cABin crew BelOw 20. 
this is nOw AgAin Being 

reOpened sO thAt it 
cAn Be mAde OptiOnAl. 

inter-ministeriAl 
issues like AOr which 
is ApplicABle Only tO 
nsOp, nOt tO Airlines 
And tAxAtiOn issues 
hAve Been tAken up 

Aggressively After the 
pAndemic.
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FLYING PRIVATE / OWNERSHIP PRIVATE JET

Private Flying... Continued from page 9

Shared Ownership:... Continued from page 11

Question: Do I need to own a private aircraft to fly in it? or can I 
just simply lease/charter it?
answer: This question is often asked by many potential users of the 
private aircraft. The answer is simple. It depends on your own level 
of utilisation. If you think that you are going to be a frequent user, 
and your utilisation is likely to be about 200 hours in year or more, it 
may be best to invest into a private aircraft and have it for your captive 
use. The availability of private aircraft in the market for spot charters 
is limited, and sometimes, when you need it at short notice, you may 
find that there are no suitable aircraft available for your requirement. 
It may then be best to make sure that you have your own aircraft, 
which is available for your use. Plus, you have the added comfort of 
having a regular crew who flies you and you can maintain your 
service and safety standards as per your requirement.

Alternatively, if you are not such a frequent user, and can plan 
your trips in advance, the charter option is a great option, and more 
cost effective.

Question: What are the costs associated with buying a private 
aircraft? and for chartering an aircraft?
answer: In case you decide to buy a private aircraft, you can acquire 
a new one, or buy one from the pre-owned market. The pre-owned 
aircraft market is very attractive, wherein you can buy a three to five-
year-old aircraft at about 60 per cent of the cost of a new one!

The cost can vary for a small turbo prop, like a King Air 200 (6-7 

passengers) at about $2.5 million (approx. to `18 crores). In case you 
are looking at mid-size jets, like the Falcon 2000 or Challenger 300, 
the cost can vary from $6-10 million (`45-75 crores). If you desire an 
ultra-long-range jet for intercontinental flights, there are aircraft 
such as the Gulfstream G550, Global 6000 and the Falcon 7X. A five-
year-old aircraft can cost anything between $22-28 million (`165 
-200 crores). Besides the acquisition costs, there will be associated 
costs such as fixed monthly costs to include, pilot salaries, insurance, 
annual training, administrative costs etc. The Direct Operating 
Costs include cost of fuel, spares, maintenance, engine reserves etc. 
Each aircraft will have its own costs. A word of caution, in case you 
do plan to buy an aircraft, it is prudent to use the services of an 
aircraft acquisition consulting firm that can help you with the 
entire process, and ensure that you get the right aircraft, and 
the correct price.

If you want to charter an aircraft, the cost can vary from ` One 
Lakh an hour for a King Air B200, to about `3 to 4 lakhs an hour for a 
mid-size jet. Ultra-long-range jets can cost about `5-6 lakhs an hour. 
Besides the hourly cost, there will be associated costs of airport han-
dling, crew accommodation for overnight halts. BAI

Rohit Kapur is a veteran of the private aviation industry, with 
decades of experience in various capacities. Previously, he was also 
the founding President of Business Aircraft Operators Association 
(BAOA). He can be reached at rkapur@jethq.com

What are the key advantages?
• Low investment as ownership costs are divided between mul-

tiple share holders.
• Members enjoy ownership privileges without having to invest 

substantially.
• Members can charter their hours in case they don’t use them.
• Access to your own aircraft at fractional cost.
• Option to sell your share after few years.
• Risk is shared over multiple members.

possible Disadvantages
• Will not be able to avail depreciation benefits on the capex as the 

aircraft is held in a separate company.
• Aircraft may not be available at all times in shared ownership, 

more the members per aircraft, lesser time available and lesser 
availability.
The shared model is not new, there are some large business 

houses following it in Delhi and Ahmedabad, but it assumes greater 
advantages for mid-size and multi locational companies especially 
in the Covid and post Covid situation. Citing an example, Pant-
nagar SEZ has manufacturing units of many companies headquar-
tered in Chennai. A to and fro trip between Chennai and Pantnagar 
by an airline was never direct and could only be completed by a 
transit via Delhi in two days. A shared ownership between these 
companies will let them fly private and complete this in a day with 
better productivity.

Two examples of broad numbers for a pre-owned midsize Jet and a 

new light Jet for a three-member shared ownership may be highlighted.
• A Pre-owned Hawker 850XP/Lear 60XR/ Citation XL with an 

imported cost of around $4 million (approximately `30 crore) 
would have an acquisition share of `10 crore.

•  The fixed costs of `21 Lakhs/month would get divided to `7 
Lakhs per member/month.

• Each member pays for the direct operating costs (approx. 
`1,25,000) per hour.

similarly
• A new Light Jet like HondaJet with an import cost of $6 million 

(approximately ̀ 45 crore) would have an acquisition share of ̀ 15 
crore.

• The fixed costs of `18 Lakhs/month would get divided to `6 lakhs 
per member/month.

• Each member pays the direct operating costs of ̀ 65,000 per hour.
The world is fast changing. Economy of resources and the effi-

ciency of the efforts are the mantras to survive and keep moving with 
one’s business through these challenging times and beyond. Many 
US business travellers have joined the innovative fractional owner-
ship programmes offered by companies like Jet It. These companies 
have actually grown during the Covid period with many first-time 
Private flyers coming forward to subscribe to their programme. 
While in India, we may not strictly be able to replicate the fractional 
programme because of regulatory issues, the shared ownership is a 
close match with almost similar takeaways of reliability, cost savings 
with ownership experience. BAI
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Airbus Corporate Jets (ACJ) has won the first A321LR order 
for two aircraft from Lufthansa Technik. The aircraft will 
be multi-role capable and can be equipped for various types 

of missions, such as troop transport and different MedEvac role 
setups (medical evacuation). Lufthansa Technik has now placed a 
total order of five Airbus aircraft on behalf of the German Govern-
ment: three ACJ350-900s and two A321LRs. 

The A321LRs will be able to fly up to 163 passengers, up to 
6 intensive care patients and up to 12 medium care patients, 
depending on the installed configuration, with a maximum range 
of 4,200nm/7,800km or 9.5 flight hours. Airbus corporate jet cus-
tomers also benefit from services tailored to their particular needs, 
such as the “one call handles all” corporate jet customer care cen-
tre (C4you), and customised maintenance programmes. BAI

Textron Aviation ushers in the next generation of its legend-
ary King Air turboprop family with the Beechcraft King Air 
360/360ER. The updated flagship turboprop offers the latest 

technological advancements in the cockpit, a redesigned cabin, and 
enhancements to passenger comfort. The aircraft is currently in pro-
duction with customer 
deliveries expected 
to begin in the fall of 
2020.

A key feature of 
the King Air 360 cock-
pit is the addition of 
the Innovative Solu-
tions & Support (IS&S) 
ThrustSense Auto-
throttle. The autothrot-
tle supports pilots by 
automatically managing engine power from the takeoff roll through 
the climb, cruise, descent, go-around and landing phases of flight. 
The latest King Air offers an even greater passenger experience than 
its predecessor. The aircraft features a cabin altitude of 5,960 feet 
at a typical cruising altitude of 27,000 feet – more than 10 per cent 
lower when compared to the King Air 350i. The improved cabin alti-
tude levels provide greater comfort for passengers, especially during 
longer flights. BAI

Supersonic air-
craft company, 
Aerion, the leader 

in supersonic technol-
ogy announced it has 
selected Collins Aero-
space Systems for the 
development of the 
moveable leading edge 
actuation system, ele-
vons actuation system, 
horizontal stabilizer actuation system and the rudder actuation sys-
tem for the AS2 supersonic business jet.

Aerion’s pursuit of faster point-to-point travel begins with the 
launch of the AS2 supersonic business jet which will commence pro-
duction in 2023. Designed to be inherently environmentally respon-
sible from first flight, the AS2 is the first supersonic aircraft designed 
with the ability to accept 100 per cent synthetic fuel and reach super-
sonic speeds without the need for an afterburner. The manufacture 
of 300 AS2’s is planned for the first decade of production. BAI

Embraer announced the Phenom 300MED, a unique Mede-
vac solution for Phenom 300 series aircraft. The Phenom 
300MED, which is now available for customer configuration, 

is representative of Embraer’s modern and versatile product port-
folio and the compa-
ny’s intent to deliver 
the ultimate expe-
rience in business 
aviation, now includ-
ing the Medevac seg-
ment. Designed as an 
ideal solution for both 
civil and government 
applications, the 
Medevac solution will ensure the highest quality, reliability, and 
service experience, direct from the manufacturer.

The Phenom 300MED benefits from the platform’s heritage 
of best-in-class cabin pressurisation, low operating costs, high 
mission flexibility, state-of-the-art avionics, plus its speed and 
range capabilities. With best-in-class cabin altitude of 6,600 feet, 
passengers and crew enjoy more oxygen in the cabin. This fea-
ture equates to a healthier flight experience, which is essential for 
medical staff and patient care. BAI

Airbus Corporate Jets wins 
first A321LR order

Introducing the Beechcraft 
King AIR 360

Collins Aerospace selected 
for the AS2 Supersonic 
business jet

Embraer announces the 
Phenom 300MED
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